EXHIBIT O

TRANSFERRED PROJECT ASSETS

Assets designed, financed, and constructed by the Developer and transferred to the Department at Project Completion include the following:

- Park & Ride Lots
- All VDOT maintained roadways and ramps (excluding Express Lanes and ramps serving Express Lanes)
- VDOT maintained roadside safety treatments, including concrete barriers, guardrails, guardrail terminals, impact attenuators, fixed object attachments…
- VDOT maintained structures including signs, walls, and bridges
- VDOT maintained duct bank (power & communications), junction boxes
- VDOT maintained sign panels
- VDOT maintained drainage systems
- Stormwater management ponds & BMPs (outside of Express Lanes)
- VDOT maintained Intelligent Transportation Systems
- VOT maintained lighting
- Sound barrier walls constructed outside the general purpose lanes
- Sound barrier walls on VDOT maintained bridges